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Dyin
Trampled by Turtles

   Trampled By Turtles
          Dyin 
  Blue Sky and The Devil

this song is pretty freakin  awesome like all other TBT songs. Ive been on a 
mission to tab as many TBT songs as possible since there isnt many out there.
Its 
surprizing since the songs are so easy to play. this is my fifth TBT tab! If you

have a favorite TBT song not here yet, message me and Ill tab it! enjoy!

  intro:
  D...   seriously, he plays D for like 2 measures.

   D
   Im dyin  Im dyin  
                G
   Im leavin  this world

   Im not even worried 
      D          A
   if tomorrow s a-comin 

   D
   You re all in the same boat 
         G
   as me Im afraid

   You know Im not lyin  
       D           A
   its only a rain cloud

   D
   You love me, my darlin, 
                  G
   you love me so kind

   If I come home tonight, 
             D          A 
   Dear, Ill never come home

       D
   and outside, the moon 



                    G
   shines so softly again

   literal meanings 
            D      A
   are all left defenseless

          C             D
   and Im alone when Im runnin
          C             D
   and Im alone when Im down
          G           D
   Im not often right here
   A
   but Im less often lyin

   (little instrumental)    
   
   He plays D here the whole time again, 
   but he doest change to A randomly 
   if you listen for it.

        D
   well all of my good friends, 
                   G
   they come to my door

   say you re not goin 
           D       A
   nowhere dont be crazy

     D
   I end with the nile,      (nile? why the heck would you end there?)
                  G
   Ill end with a smile

   Ill end all confusion, 
     D          A
   I havent the time

          C             D
   and Im alone when Im runnin
          C             D
   and Im alone when Im down
          G           D
   Im not often right here
   A
   but Im less often lyin

   (another instrumental)



   play D the whole time again.

      D
   Oh Im dyin Im dying 
              G
   Ill say it again
   
   It wont change a thing 
              D       A
   no it wont slow me down

       D
   and if we re all just dyin, 
                   G
   stop wasting my time

   stop wasting your own 
            D       A
   as well, dont be crazy

      C             D
   Im alone when Im runnin
          C             D 
   and Im alone when Im down
          G           D
   Im not often right here
   A
   but Im less often lyin

  and that s it guys! If you like it, Stars!


